Revolutionising
Dynamic Governance
Unified

4 distinct benchmarks
for safe diving, merged
into one powerful
credential. It doesn't
get simpler than this!

Whilst diving is an exciting sport, there are
potential risks if people do not possess the
adequate level of fitness or have certain
medical complications. As the Governing
Body for all underwater sports in Ireland,
Diving Ireland must help manage the risks
associated with the sport and put measures
in place to minimise hazardous situations.
The NGB's determination to maximise
member safety is truly commendable, and
JustGo is delighted to play a significant role
in keeping its large membership base safe
and protected.
For a member to be deemed Ready to Dive,
various criteria are assessed. This includes an
annual Medical Disclaimer, annual Fitness
Assessment, age-based Medical
Assessment and an active Membership.
Continually monitoring all four categories of
compliance can be daunting. To help
administer this, Diving Ireland embraced
JustGo's innovative features to verify Ready
to Dive status for the safety of their sport.

How JustGo Changed the Game of Dynamic Governance

4-in-1 intelligent and
dynamic feature
simplifying governance

Auto-deactivation of
Ready to Dive credential
when failure to meet one
or more criteria occurs

Automated
communications to
update credentials with
auto-reactivation when
compliant
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A Smart
System

That Understands Your
Governance Needs
CHALLENGES
Divers are required to have an
active membership alongside a
medical declaration, age-based
medical assessment and fitness
tests to be considered Ready to
Dive .
As each diving requirement has
its own start and expiration date,
it was difficult to monitor the
validity of each diving criteria.

SOLUTION
JustGo created one powerful
credential that addresses all these
requirements whilst maintaining
distinct expiration dates for diving
assessments and proof of health.
JustGo created a 4-in-1 dynamic
governance checking tool, which
ensures if even a single requirement
expired, the aforementioned Ready
to Dive credential would be
deactivated.

Club administrators had to
manually notify members in case
of failure to fulfil all 4 criteria of
safe diving, which was time
consuming and difficult.

The system automatically warns
members when one or multiple
criteria for safe diving may expire,
leaving plenty of time for renewal
and minimising overall
administrative burden.

Discovering and chasing nonactive members was a chore in
itself. Communicating
individually with each member
was difficult.

NGBs and clubs can collect reports
on inactive members, and guide
them to fulfil the diving
requirements, thus boosting total
number of active members.
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Innovative
Solutions to Meet
Your Objectives
With the mission to ensure a safe and
qualified community, JustGo continues
to innovate smart and intelligent
features that truly serve a purpose. We're
always on the lookout to create
sustainable and effective software to
serve sports organisations, and Diving
Ireland is a prime example of utilising
smart features to yield far-reaching
results and a safer community.
Here's what Paddy Lambe, National
Diving Officer at Diving Ireland, says:
“With over 50 clubs across the country,
divers' safety is of utmost priority for us.
We take our role in supporting the safety
of our community of members safety
seriously. The Ready to Dive credential
was configured for us using standard
credential features, and we're really
excited about how it simplifies the
administration of our safe diving practices
for our clubs.”
www.justgo.com

sales@justgo.com
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